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ken friedman, laurene vaughan and Jonathan vickery
the editors of aesthesis have been thinking of new approaches to ‘the art of management’ 
– or perhaps thinking about new ways to approach old problems. it seemed natural for us 
to think of design and design thinking as central to this intellectual endeavour – design 
is the process by which designated problem-solvers address the problems of legitimate 
stakeholders using innovation and creativity. But design is more than just problem solving. 
design engages the sensibility, and designed artefacts take their shape in terms of feeling 
and form as well as function. the papers submitted for this issue on design, management, 
and organization covered all those areas and more. 
in different shapes and guises, the articles in this issue all merge on the subject of ‘design 
thinking’, whether looking at ‘tools’, processes, experience or interactions. in terms of 
subject matter, the term ‘design’ in this issue emerges as a dynamic element of investiga-
tion into organizational learning, collaborative networks, product development, organiza-
tional resource management, service capability development, strategic urban planning, 
organizational creativity, contemporary art, and the conceptual-philosophical content of 
the epistemic functions of design that give us frameworks to think, create, assess, analyse 
and evaluate. design always involves three great questions. how do we make things? how 
do we make things work? how do we make things work better?
nobel laureate herbert simon (1982: 129) defines design as the process by which we ‘[de-
vise] courses of action aimed at changing existing situations into preferred ones.’ creating 
something new or reshaping something that exists for a purpose, meeting a need, and 
solving a problem, are courses of action toward a preferred situation even though we may 
not yet be able to articulate this preferred situation. this definition therefore covers most 
forms of design. 
design is not necessarily an outcome, but rather a process. the verb ‘design’ describes a 
process of thought and planning, and this verb takes precedence over all other meanings. 
the word ‘design’ had a place in the english language by the 1500s; its first written citation 
dates from the year 1548. Merriam-Webster (1993: 343) defines the verb design as ‘to 
conceive and plan out in the mind; to have as a specific purpose; to devise for a specific 
function or end’. related to these definitions is the act of drawing, with an emphasis on 
the nature of the drawing as a plan or map, as well as ‘to draw plans for; to create, fashion, 
execute or construct according to plan’.
the american architect and designer Buckminster fuller (1981: 229-231) describes design 
as the difference between a ‘class-one evolution’ and ‘class-two evolution’. class-one 
evolution is natural evolution according to darwin, the natural phenomena studied through 
evolutionary biology. class-two evolution involves ‘all those events that seem to be result-
ant upon human initiative-taking or political reforms that adjust to the change wrought by 
the progressive introduction of environment-altering artifacts’ (fuller 1981: 229). design is 
both intrinsic and essential to human development in a fundamental sense, but also cre-
ates artefacts that change the very context of that development. 
one argument for the importance of design is the increasing number of areas now subject 
to human initiative. the vast range of technologies that surround us mediate most of 
the human world and influence our daily lives. these include the artifacts of information 
technology, mass media, telecommunication, chemistry, pharmacology, chemical engineer-
ing, and mechanical engineering, along with the designed processes of nearly every service 
industry and public good now available other than public access to nature. Within the next 
few years, these areas will come to include the artifacts of biotechnology, nanotechnol-
ogy, and the new hybrid technologies.
fuller’s metaphor of 'the critical path', which was the title of his last book (1983), articu-
lated a scenario where our world is as much subject to disintegration as it is development 
or growing better. the way that the new artificial world affects the natural world has 
immense ramifications that parallel fuller’s idea of class-two evolution. this is what victor 
Margolin (2002) called ‘the politics of the artificial’, where design has become so intrinsic 
to our environmental development that we need seriously to assess its power, and create 
new boundaries, ethics and agreed protocols. 
design plays a role in the evolution of an increasingly manufactured world, from ordinary 
objects to advanced technology. the design process takes on new meaning as designers 
take on increasingly important tasks. these tasks are important not because designers are 
more visible and prestigious, but because design has greater effects and wider scope than 
ever before. despite this scope and scale, however, robust design solutions are always 
based on and embedded in specific problems. in Jens Bernsen’s (1986) memorable phrase, 
the problem comes first in design. each problem implies partially new solutions located 
in a specific context. the continual interaction of design problems and design solutions 
generates the problematics and knowledge 
of the field.
design as an activity translates utilitarian, 
symbolic, and psychological needs into 
functions; it translates needs and wants 
into ideas; and it translates these ideas 
into the structural descriptions and entities 
to produce required functions that satisfy 
needs. as such, design always serves stra-
tegic goals on some level, large or small. 
the different forms of professional design 
practice require a process incorporating the 
strategic and managerial aspects of design 
as well as the hands-on developmental ap-
plication of design. these move from think-
ing, research, and planning at one end of 
the process, on to manufacture, assembly, 
packaging, and presentation at the other.
for business firms, design is a comprehen-
sive part of an integrated process that links 
selecting challenges and solving problems 
to developing products and marketing them 
successfully. for business firms, design 
is a comprehensive part of an integrated 
process that links selecting challenges and 
solving problems to developing products 
and marketing them successfully. the im-
material forms of design process have long 
been hidden, and now we are in the midst 
of a transition. getting from one point to 
the next in this complex map of process, 
project, and product requires 'design think-
ing'. design is in the business literature and 
designers are being brought in to organiza-
tions as they seek new ways of being, work-
ing, and producing. it is an exciting time of 
evolution. the literature on design thinking 
and the role and contribution of design to 
the fields of organizational and business 
development is expanding – and this issue 
of aesthesis is part of this process.
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Building Design Capability 
through Design Resource: 
the Case of Duck Image
in the study of design, most people are inevitably drawn to the processes of 'inven-
tive' productivity – origination, creation, planning, implementation for the purposes 
of developing a product, system, image or component. and most attention is usually 
awarded to the object of design, the celebrated qualities that express the inven-
tiveness of design – distinctive form, innovative structure, compelling aesthetic 
appearance, effective ergonomics, and so on.  in the last few years, however, more 
attention has been paid to the contexts of design and its productive processes 
– both management contexts (the immediate business or industrial environment 
facilitating production) and socio-cultural contexts (the various markets, and users 
and their social and consumer culture or sub-cultures). however, the ‘organizational’ 
dimension of design productivity does not attract a great deal of attention. saying 
that ‘designers produce design’ is a deceiving truism, as (most) designers only work 
effectively within specific organizational configurations – and more importantly for 
our paper, there are organizations that understand how their organizationl life is 
active in the design production process, and organizations that think of themselves 
merely as the industrial site or facility for design productivity. 
how does an organization ‘think’ strategically about its relation to the design pro-
duction processes active within it? how does it understand and use both the latent 
and manifest design knowledge and skills beyond the limited orbit of its individual 
designers, design teams and it design databases? 
this paper will explore the way that strategic thinking in an organization can 
increase by a shift from a fixation with its external competitive environment to its 
own organizational condition, in order to capitalize on its existing range of design 
competencies. We will be considering how design resources, often considered pe-
ripheral, can be a source of essential and strategic design capability for the organi-
zation. to do this we will be drawing on an extensive case study of the taiwanese 
design consultancy, duck image corporation. the organizational principles we will be 
discussing are relevant far beyond ‘design companies’, but in this case a design com-
pany provides a rich example of an organization that has really thought through our 
central issues of concern. the unlikely named ‘duck image’ is a company in receipt 
of over 40 international design awards that include the golden award at the 2006 
if product design awards; the 'Best of the best' at the 2006 reddot design awards; 
and was a gold Winner at the idea awards for five years (from 2003 to 2007). 
the central aim of this paper then is to assess how the company duck image identi-
fied and utilizes valuable design resources to extend and develop distinctive design 
capabilities. What this study finds is based on some established observations: first, 
that company reputation can represent a crucial and valuable design resource in 
so far as it can enhance other tangible and intangible design resources. We identify 
how this can be done. second, the innovation and application of new materials can 
represent a vital and distinctive design capability in so far as it can augment other 
design capabilities. design capability is internally involved in a range of tangible 
and intangible design resources. We identify, in turn, how design resources affect 
design capabilities; we do so specifically concerned with the business of design 
consultancy but our tabulated analysis is, we hope, useful far beyond this context. 
accordingly, we will discuss in brief the implications of our analysis, and suggest 
several avenues for future research.
introduction
taiwan is an economy that, since the 
1970s, has had to keep moving, develop-
ing and extending its industrial capacities 
in the global marketplace. vast changes 
in the global economy have necessitated 
that taiwanese companies, if they are 
to remain internationally competitive, 
aim to develop at the highest level. the 
global economy is not forgiving if we fail 
to do that. consequently in recent years, 
taiwanese firms have worked hard at 
r&d and innovation, and have performed 
well at international design competitions. 
at the 2006 if product design awards, 
taiwanese firms won no less than sixty-
five awards (including 2 gold awards), 
second only to germany, the sponsoring 
nation. of these awards, twenty-one were 
developed by design consultancy compa-
nies. these taiwanese design companies 
are particularly interesting with regard 
their cross-sectoral range of professional 
aspirations and willingness to step out 
beyond international design conventions. 
taiwanese design consultancies (here-
after we will refer to them generically 
as ‘design companies’) do not ‘play safe’ 
and are pushing ahead determined to 
pass the level of innovation and manage-
ment competency established by global 
industry leaders in europe and america. 
it’s our task here therefore to explore the 
factors that generate this new develop-
ing aspiration and these new competen-
cies. in this study, we first examine two 
major research areas mentioned above 
– organizational resource and capability. 
following that, we identify the specific 
content of design resource and capability. 
finally, we adopt the resource-based view 
(rBv) theory and illustrate how the design 
company duck image engages a strategic 
organizational process in utilizing valuable 
design resources to construct a range of 
distinctive design capabilities.
tung-Jung sung and pai-yu chang
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Based on rBv theory, an organization can be understood as a combination of resources.these 
resources evidently not only shape the effectiveness and efficiency of the organization, say a firm, 
but also have an impact on its success and growth (collis and Montgomery 1995). in contrast to 
porter’s (1985) competitive strategy analyses, focusing on the firm’s external competitive environ-
ment, rBv establishes the need for a fit between the external market context in which a company 
operates and its internal organizational capabilities. furthermore, rBv suggested that differences 
in the firms’ performance are related to the variances in the firms’ resources. Basically, the rBv 
theory can help us to explain why various companies in the same industry have varied perform-
ances and why some companies can continuously outperform their competitors.thus, this study 
will expand the rBv theory to explore the contents of design resources and design capabilities in 
the following sections. 
the resource-Based vieW
rBv theory emphasizes that internal resources and capabilities are crucial sources of a firm’s 
competitive advantage (Barney 1991; Wernerfelt 1984). Basically, a firm’s competitive advantages 
derive from their cumulative strategic resources (such as their valuable assets and capabili-
ties). from this point of view, rBv treated resources as the basic unit of analysis for competitive 
advantage, and capabilities as the result of complex combinations of different resources (amit 
and schoemaker 1993; grant, 1991). grant (1991) has pointed out that these capabilities are not 
only a combination of the resources, but also a complicated coordination process among various 
resources. the characteristics of a firm’s resources are the valuable attributes that can include 
uniqueness, specialism and ‘ambiguity’ (a strategic recognition of the value of the uncertain or 
undefined); the characteristics of a firm’s capabilities are the valuable attributes that can include 
rareness, inimitability and non-substitutability (amit and schoemaker 1993; Barney 1991; collis 
and Montgomery 1995; grant 1991; Wernerfelt 1984). table 1 shows us the attributes and charac-
teristics of resources and capabilities respectively. 
design resources
our ‘resources’ are thus regarded as a key source of a firm’s competitive advantage, ‘design re-
sources’ can be identified discretely as a specific source of a firm’s competitive advantage. spivey 
et al. (1997) pointed out that the development of new products can involve certain categories of 
information resource (whether internal and external information), infrastructural resource (such 
as a technology portfolio or human resources), but also funds and even time. turner (1990) has 
classified these design resources in terms of tangible resources (for example, design manpower, 
professional facilities, design funds) and intangible resources (we could say, technological knowl-
edge and inter-industrial relationships). in an empirical study of design resources, sung (1997) also 
found the categories of tangible and intangible analytically useful. although previous studies have 
undertaken various perspectives or approaches to the classification of design resources, in this 
study we adopt a general approach, wherein tangible design resources represent physical design 
production-based assets and intangible design resources represent knowledge and professional 
or industrial relationship-based assets. We define design resource as a whole in terms of tangible 
or intangible valuable resources, which can be acquired or deployed in a firm’s design activities. as 
shown in table 2, tangible design resources consist of design manpower, design funds, and profes-
Item   Attribute  Characteristics      Description                                          Author(s)
re
so
ur
ce
s
va
lu
ab
le
uniqueness
specialty
ambiguity
rareness
inimitability
non-
substitutability
the improvement of business efficiency and 
effectiveness
the fitness of organizational routines or processes
the degree of intangibility and complexity
the degree to which something is unavailable to 
competitors
the degree to which something is not imitable 
by competitors
the degree to which something is not replaceable
by other capabilitiesc
ap
ab
ili
ti
es
di
st
in
ct
iv
e
B, c, d, e
a, B, c, d, e
B, c, d
a, B, c, e
a, B, c, d, e
a, B, c, e
Table 1: attributes and characteristics of resources and capabilities
note: a = amit & schoemaker (1993); B = Barney (1991); c = collis & Montgomery (1995); d = grant (1991); e: Wernerfelt (1984)
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sional facilities, while intangible design resources comprise design experience, company reputation, 
management mechanisms, and relationship with suppliers and clients. 
design capabilities
in an organization, capabilities can be defined as the repeatable patterns of action that employ as-
sets to perform value chain activities (sanchez et al. 1997: 7). such repeated patterns of action are 
significant to the development of dynamic capabilities (eisenhardt and Martin 2000). the notion of 
design capability in this study indicates the robust design capacity, which is firm-specific and embed-
ded, presenting repeated patterns of design actions in a firm. design capability is likely to enhance 
a firm’s ability to gain sustainable competitive advantages by deploying or reconfiguring design re-
sources so as to satisfy the requirements of specific targeted markets and customers. Bettis and hitt 
(1995) further explained that the robust design capacity can effectively emerge as an organizational 
response to rapid environmental and technological changes. swan et al. (2005) further classified 
robust design capabilities into four dimensions: functionality, aesthetics, technology, and quality, as 
shown in table 3. 
Dimension  Item                                                                                                                        Author(s)
Table 3: four dimensions of design capabilities 
Design function
Design aesthetics
Design 
technology
Design quality
> versatility with respect to functionality
> adaptability to various environments
> presenting specific semantic information
> providing positive visual experience
> extension of core product technologies
> integration of various product technologies
> innovation and application of new materials
> prevention of production problems
> improvement in the usability of products
> improvement in the durability of products 
> conformity to various design specifications
swan et al. 
(2005)
swan et al. 
(2005)
swan et al. 
(2005)
garvin (1984);       
swan et al. 
(2005) 
Type              Item                               Description                                                                   Author(s)
ta
ng
ib
le
 
de
si
gn
 
re
so
ur
ce
s
in
ta
ng
ib
le
 d
es
ig
n 
re
so
ur
ce
s
a, B, c
a, B, c
B, c
a, B, c
a
a
B
a, B
Table 2: types of design resources
note a = turner (1990); B = spivey et al. (1997); c = sung (2001)
design manpower
design funds
professional 
facilities
design experience
company 
reputation
management 
mechanisms
supplier
relationship
client relationship
professional designers and other support employees
a sum of money whose principal or interest is allo-
cated for design objectives
design-related facilities (e.g., measuring equipment, 
computer hardware or software, or factories)
experience with regard to designing various design-
projects or products
high esteem in public opinion (acquired by means of 
high quality of design service or winning international 
design awards)
an informative or integrated process, technique, or 
system for achieving a result 
relationship with the suppliers of design materials or 
production processes
relationship with various clients
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Design Function Capability
swan et al. (2005) argued that products can be designed to be robust with respect to a 
range of uses. design function capability mainly involves designing products with similar 
technology but with the versatility and adaptability to be extendable to a substan-
tial product family. in essence, design function capability renders designed products 
adaptable to different users and environments. therefore, design function capability 
comprises two major components: versatility and adaptability. 
Design Aesthetics Capability
generally speaking, and as observed by countless design theorists, aesthetic-based de-
sign capability can play a central role in driving design productivity by creating differen-
tiation, communication, and motivation, and it can do this in many different ways (Bloch 
1995). at the same time, of course, aesthetics provides designed products with the cru-
cial visually informative capability. With regard to aesthetic presentation, eckman and 
Wanger (1994) argued that the judgments of consumers are often affected strongly 
by four apparent visual characteristics of products: silhouette, color, shape, and pat-
tern. capabilities concerning design aesthetics, therefore, include color match, shape 
forming, and pattern presentation. swan et al. (2005) also pointed out that capabilities 
concerning design aesthetics entail those that improve product values through seman-
tic – a positive intelligible message. in addition to discussing aesthetic presentation, 
swan et al. (2005) emphasized the effectiveness of design aesthetics and explained 
it as a capability that involves psychological, physical and physiological know-how. for 
them, design aesthetics capability comprises two major components: the presentation 
of specific semantic information, and the provision of positive visual experience.
Design Technology Capability
on the whole, innovative design technological capabilities offer a future-oriented vision 
with respect to the next generation of products (Marsh and stock 2003). the main 
function of design technology is the determination of the core product technology and 
materials that satisfy the current and future technical and customer requirements 
(swan et al. 2005). furthermore, swan et al. (2005) argued that design technology 
capability should emphasize a range of product knowledge across various genera-
tions with core components, parts, or materials for product development. therefore, 
design technology capability comprises three major components: the extension of core 
product technologies, integration of different product technologies, and innovation and 
application of new materials. 
Design Quality Capability
Within the spectrum of design activities, design quality refers to the capacity for 
solving and preventing future quality problems in the design stage. swan et al. (2005) 
emphasized that this capability can proactively prevent deviations from the established 
requirements at other stages, such as manufacturing, assembly, or customer usage. 
With regard to a user’s perspective, swan et al. (2005) pointed out that design quality of 
products is often assessed by their usability. therefore, an improvement in the usability 
of products can be regarded as the main constituent of design quality. garvin (1984) 
proposed eight different quality dimensions: performance, features, reliability, con-
formance, durability, serviceability, aesthetics, and perceived quality. at the beginning 
stages of design, several design companies describe to customers the various perform-
ance characteristics associated with these quality dimensions. in this study, we define 
design quality as the capacity to conform to various design specifications. furthermore, 
since both reliability and consistency are associated with the relationship between 
manufacturing and design, it can be interpreted as the means of preventing production 
problems. Moreover, since we have tentatively explored the dimension of aesthetics 
and established the correspondence with the notion of design aesthetics capability, 
this research excludes aesthetics per se from design quality. finally, serviceability and 
perceived quality (the perception of the consumer) has little relation with design qual-
ity, and are therefore put to one side in this discussion. therefore, to summarise, design 
quality capability comprises four major components: preventing production problems, 
improving the usability of products, increasing the durability of products, and conform-
ity of various design specifications.
on the whole, this study illustrates the characteristics of design resources and design 
capabilities as follows:
1) Valuable design resources: according to the rBv of the firm, design resources that a 
firm is able to acquire or deploy must be valuable with respect to uniqueness, special-
ism, and ‘ambiguity’ (or strategic approach to the uncertain). design resources can be 
divided into two categories: tangible design resources and intangible design resources.
2) Distinctive design capabilities: 
consistent with the proposal of swan et al (2005), the components of design capabil-
ity can be classified as design function, 
design aesthetics, design technology, 
and design quality. in general, a firm can 
leverage its design resources to gener-
ate distinctive design capability with 
respect to their rareness, inimitability, and 
non-substitutability, and thereby, create 
sustainable robust competitive design 
advantages. 
as mentioned earlier, by extending the 
concept of rBv with respect to resources 
and capabilities, we will now examine the 
specific contents of design resources and 
design capabilities; and we will explore 
the impact of design resource on design 
capability by means of a case study.
duck iMage
duck image corporation is a taiwanese 
design company founded in 1995. the 
company is located in tai-chung along 
the main western coastal plain of taiwan. 
tai-chung is the central hub for taiwan’s 
machinery industry with a complete 
upstream and downstream industrial 
system. duck image provides a wide range 
of design services such as product design, 
commercial design, packaging design, 
web design, and architectural concepts. 
despite the complexity and inherent spe-
cialisation of these different areas, duck 
image exemplifies a number of principles 
of eastern philosophy, one such being 
simplicity. We have selected duck image 
for a number of reasons. duck image is a 
design consultancy and service-oriented 
company, and their developing inter-
disciplinary expertise has allowed us to 
examine a wide range of issues regarding 
design resources and design capabilities. 
secondly, in recent years (2003–2007), 
duck image has positioned itself on the 
international stage, receiving international 
design awards, including seventeen if 
design awards, thirteen reddot design 
awards, nine g-mark design awards, and 
one idea design award (2006). duck im-
age is the first taiwanese design company 
to obtain the 2006 idea gold award for 
designing a specific product (see figure 
1); they also received the 2006 if golden 
awards (see figure 2) and the 2006 red-
dot 'Best of the Best' award (see figure 
3). our third motivation for studying duck 
image is that in contrast with the 3c 
industry (computer, communication and 
consumer electronic) that many taiwan-
ese design companies are immersed 
within, most of duck image’s clients are in 
the traditional industries (such as textiles, 
materials, light metals, and sporting and 
recreational industries). lastly, in the 
periods 1995/1997 to 2006/2007, the 
growth rate of duck image’s average 
annual revenue increased forty fold, as 
shown in table 4.
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Year(s)                                        1995 ~ 1997                          1998 ~ 1999                                2000 ~ 2005                       2006 ~2007
Number of clients                                             4                                             10                                                    11                                                   10
Revenue (US$/year)                                 50,000                                  166,000                                         260,000                                      2,000,000
Customer 
Contribution (US$/year)                             12,500                                     16,600                                           23,600                                          200,000
Business type                         personal studio                  small design firm                    medium design firm               integrated design firm
design manpower
design funds
professional 
facilities
design experience
company reputation
Management 
mechanisms
supplier relationship
client relationship
versatility with 
respect to 
functionality
adaptability to vari-
ous environments
presenting specific 
semantic information 
providing positive 
visual experience
extension of core 
product technologies
integration of various 
product technologies
innovation and 
application of new 
materials
prevention of pro-
duction problems
improvement in the 
usability of products
improvement in 
the durability of 
products
conformity to vari-
ous design specifica-
tions
1 
Balance (sole 
proprietorship)
computer-related profes-
sional facilities
3c, leather goods and 
textiles
good service reputation
n.a.
general partnerships (good 
relationships with mold, 
materials, processing, and 
production suppliers.)
design consultancy 
trade relationship
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
applications of metal and 
plastic tooling
applications of special ma-
terials (textiles and leather 
goods)
preventing production prob-
lems by operators
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
3~4
Balance (joint venture with 
shareholders) 
computer-related profes-
sional facilities
3c, leather goods and 
textiles
good service reputation
single functional manage-
ment
general partnerships (good 
relationships with mold, 
materials, processing, and 
production technology 
suppliers.)
design consultancy 
trade relationship
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
applications of metal and 
plastic processing and 
tooling
applications of special 
materials
preventing production prob-
lems by suppliers
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
6 ~ 12
2000–2003 as 1998–1999
2004–2005 increase in design 
revenue 
adding Materials research and 
development facilities [e.g., dust-
free laboratory, 2005]
3c, hand tools, leather goods, 
textiles, and medical professional 
products
receiving the if, g-mark, and red-
dot international design awards 
(2003)
receiving the if material award 
(2005)
Multi-functional management
general partnerships (good 
relationships with mold, materi-
als, processing, and production 
technology suppliers.)
signing loyalty and sharing profit 
of product sales with clients
use product of dual function 
(e.g., luxo, bicycle light and 
flashlight)
for different climatic conditions 
(e.g., luxo Bicycle light can be 
used in both sunny and rainy day.)
transferring some stereotype 
images from other products 
(e.g., 007 flash drive is shaped 
with a combination lock.)
employing dual semantic code
 (e.g., Ms 2400 Baby scale use 
fluent curves and simply sym-
metrical form to translate both 
soft and precise image.)
adopting core technology as a 
product platform 
(e.g., vaM-5101 vacuum anti-
moisture dry box and vaM-6101 
vacuum anti-Moisture violin dry 
Box apply the same 'vacuum' 
technology.)
integration variety of tech-
nologies into products (e.g., solar 
power vest applies both solar and 
fabric technologies)
application of other materials in 
traditional products 
(e.g., applies tpr material to 
tension flash drive) 
establishing own materials 
laboratory in 2003.
integration mechanical consult-
ants and material labs  (e.g., 
carbon container could save the 
costs on storage and transporta-
tion)
emphasizing lightweight with a 
new material
 (e.g., frp Wrench adopting glass 
fiber to reduce 20% weight and 
hand hold fatigue to improve the 
comfort of the user.)
new application on materials 
(e.g., using stainless steel mate-
rial to Manimo flash drive)
achieving vacuum effect 
(e.g., to fit ipc / Jedec preserva-
tion standard in vacuum dry 
Boxes)
35~50
with various business functions 
(e.g., design, finance, manage-
ment, public relations, and 
brand sectors)
increase in design revenue (e.g., 
introduction of foreign invest-
ment and an increase in design 
income )
adding aesthetic perception 
center
3c, hand tools, stationery, 
leather goods, toys, sporting 
professional facilities, textiles 
and medical professional 
products 
awarded the idea gold award 
(2006)
awarded the if gold award 
(2006)
awarded the reddot “Best of 
the Best” award (2006)
Management by professional 
managers
internal knowledge of the 
management platform
strategic alliance with na-
tional r&d center (e.g., the itri, 
Mirdc, and pidc).
signing loyalty and sharing 
profit of product sales with 
clients 
strategic alliance with the 
customer
use product of dual function
 (e.g., i-111 Bicycle light )
for different weather condi-
tions
 (e.g., construction fence can 
withstand 16-degree winds.)
transferring some stereotype 
images from other products
using special symbols to prod-
ucts (e.g., applies tai-chi symbol 
on tai-chi Ball toy to imply 
product function)
employing dual semantic code
 (e.g., construction fence can 
be installed lights and embed-
ded plant to beautify the site 
environment.)
adopting dual core technolo-
gies as a product platform
 (e.g., luxo Bicycle light and 
infini i-111 Bicycle light use the 
same tpr flexible bracket and 
aluminum shell technologies)
integration variety of technolo-
gies into products
application of aBs material to 
construction fence
the integration of materials 
companies and mechanical 
consultants (e.g., converting 
wind into the power energy)
adding product functions to 
provide users’ convenience 
(e.g., car battery reviver and 
charger can directly entangle 
body in power lines.)
adopting modular parts 
(e.g., construction fence can 
be partially repaired with the 
replacement of defective 
parts.)
to fulfill with the relevant na-
tional and international safety 
standards
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duck iMage’s design 
resources and design 
capaBilities
design resources 
in duck image
during its early years, duck image started 
its design service business in a one-man 
design studio. owing to the background of 
the founder (currently, the design direc-
tor) who has considerable practical experi-
ence in design, especially with regard to 
plastic products, metal parts, fabric, and 
tooling, duck image undertook its first 
design project (a briefcase) in 1995. as 
stated earlier, duck image is located in the 
central region of taiwan. the advantages 
of the location enable duck image to avail 
itself of more opportunities to adopt and 
integrate sophisticated technologies such 
as precision machinery into its design 
process, more so than its competitors. By 
2002, duck image had become a small de-
sign company with six employees. at the 
time, because of its excellent design serv-
ice reputation, some of duck image’s cli-
ents were willing to sign an annual design 
consultancy contract. this contract not 
only provided duck image with a steady 
and considerable revenue stream, but 
provided a framework for the company to 
develop a particular relationship with its 
clients. in addition, duck image invested 
particular effort to the innovation and 
application of new materials. this com-
mitment played a significant role not only 
in duck image winning its first if award 
in 2003, but also in further increasing its 
basic annual revenue. Winning renowned 
international design awards such as the 
if, reddot, or g-mark awards, provided 
the means for leveraging the company’s 
reputation quickly, which in turn created 
greater opportunities to undertake new or 
different design projects. duck image also 
discovered that receiving a renowned in-
ternational design award is tantamount to 
an effective design service strategy that 
attracts clients for business restructur-
ing and brand building. duck image then 
strategically focused on the clients in the 
traditional industries (rather than the 3c 
industries) and convinced them to partici-
pate in their international design compe-
tition aspirations. duck image received 
eleven international design awards in the 
year 2005 alone. consequently, duck im-
age, now something of an idol of the mass 
media in taiwan, regularly exhibited its 
design works in public, deliberately boost-
ing in public as well as industrial profile. 
duck image was convinced that awards 
mean more projects. simply put, a high-
profile reputation enabled duck image to 
gain both direct benefits (such as annual 
revenue) and indirect benefits (such as 
industrially diverse design experience).
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in recent years, duck image’s international awards success attracted much attention 
from potential clients with new materials seeking design outsourcing. in particular, 
duck image had cooperated with a number of national r&d centers in taiwan, such as 
the industrial technology research institute (itri), the Metal industries research and 
development centre (Mirdc), and the plastic industries development centre (pidc), 
and through this cooperation built strategic alliances involving access to new materi-
als and related advanced technologies. in terms of their management structure, duck 
image is simple, largely on account of its small business scale. however, since 2006, in 
response to increased competition from overseas and other domestic design service 
providers, duck image rapidly expanded its design manpower (from 12 to 35), which 
prompted a management re-structure. through this process the founder was forced 
to introduce a professional management system and established an internal design-
knowledge management platform to efficiently improve design performance and 
effectively manage design knowledge – maintaining the priority of design over general 
management administration.
so far we have conveyed the way that duck image’s tangible design resources com-
prise design manpower, design funds, and professional facilities, while its intangible 
design resources consist of design experience, company reputation, management 
mechanism, and relationships with clients and suppliers. furthermore, using the duck 
image case, we infer that a particular design resource can augment other design 
resources. for example, the industrial—public reputation of a company can play a vital 
role in strengthening the relationship between a firm and its clients or (suppliers), and 
the stronger the client (or supplier) relationship, the greater the effective access to 
design funds and design experience. consequently, larger design revenues will allow 
the firm to expand the design manpower and improve professional facilities that could 
facilitate better design performance. as shown in figure 4, owing to the augmentation 
of design manpower, certain management mechanisms should be adjusted accordingly 
and diverse experience or knowledge related to design thereby accumulated. 
design capabilities in duck image
Design function capability
the design director of duck image explained “compared with other designers, the 
designer who has greater design experience usually performs better with regard to 
design function capability.” considering the luxo Bicycle light [figure 2] and infini i-111 
Bicycle light [figure 5] as examples: as well as the standard functionality of a bicycle 
light, the two products employ a thermoplastic rubber (tpr) with high flexibility, and 
the fixed bracket allows each flashlight to be lit individually. adding to this versatility, 
the company’s ability to adapt to different environments is indicated by such elements 
like the waterproof silicone rings. the success of these two design projects depended 
not only on design experience, but on the design manpower possessing engineering-
related knowledge. the design director of duck image has also stated: ‘to adapt to 
different environments, products often have to be tested under various experiments 
(such as the durability test); therefore, the success of these tests not only relies on 
professional facilities such as a material laboratory, wherein to carry out the experi-
ments, but also the support of external suppliers. for example, the resistance of the 
housing to corrosion in luxo bicycle light [figure 2] can be verified by means of the 
equipment of the professional salt spray test at itri’.
as a result, professional facilities and supplier relationships at duck image are related 
to its adaptability to various environments.therefore, design manpower, design 
experience, and company reputation with respect to design resources, are cumula-
tively related to design function capabilities, while professional facilities and supplier 
relationships are related to the company’s adaptability to various environments. the 
relationship between design resources and design capabilities in duck image are de-
picted in table 5.
Figure 4: 
linkages of  various design 
resources in duck image
design
manpower 
design
funds 
professional
facilities 
design
experience 
management 
mechanisms
supplier
relationship
client
relationship
company
reputation
Flow of the linkage
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Design aesthetics capability 
in light of the capability of transferring specific semantic information, the 007 flash drive [figure 
6] uses a combination lock with an anti-theft steel wire and a stainless steel cap that ensure the 
uncompromised preservation of the data. the design of the product provides a visual metaphor of 
security, along with the specific semantic information for the user. Moreover, the tai-chi Ball toy 
[figure 7], which won the reddot and if awards, not only applies the ‘tai-chi’ code to the product 
form, but also incorporates the principles of harmony, symmetry, and continuous circulation to the 
function thereby, enhancing the user’s dexterity and hand-eye coordination. With regard to the 
capability of providing positive visual experiences, the design director of duck image stated: 'the 
capability of transferring specific semantic information is essentially a result of professional design 
training. in earlier years, i had employed only a single semantic code in design projects. however, i 
have tried to utilize dual or multiple semantic codes for product design after graduating from the 
graduate design school.’
the Ms 2400 Baby scale is a case in point. on the one hand, the product, [figure 8] which possess-
es a soft and fluent curved form, provides the user soft, safe, and precise images that differenti-
ate it from the traditional scale; on the other hand, the design of spread-end edges represents a 
‘high-tech’ appearance. it must also be noted, that winning international design awards lends cred-
ibility to the company’s aesthetic judgment, and goes some way to convince the client of aesthet-
ic-related concepts. to conclude, design manpower, design experience, and company reputation 
are associated with the capabilities of design aesthetics.
Design technology capability
the design of the vacuum anti-Moisture violin dry Box [figure 9] and the vacuum anti-moisture 
dry Box [figure 10], products that have won 5 international design awards, were occasioned by 
the extension of core product technologies; both possessed the same core technology—a built-in 
pump for creating a vacuum that integrates the pump and hermetically sealed technologies. fur-
thermore, with regard to the integration of various product technologies, the air cushioned infant 
scale [figure 11] is an example of a product that integrates the pressure-detection technique with 
the air-cushioned pad technique. Moreover, duck image successfully applied the tpr material to 
the tension flash drive [figure 12] in 2005 and the fixed bracket of the luxo bicycle light [figure 2] 
in 2006, which demonstrates its capability of innovation and application of new materials.
Table 5: the relationship between design resources and design capabilities at duck image
Design Resource         Dim.        Tangible                 intangible
Design Capability
Note:  ◊ indicates there is an association between two items.
◊
Dim.     Item
> versatility with respect to functionality
> adaptability to various environments
> presenting specific semantic information
> providing positive visual experience
> extension of core product technologies
> integration of various product technologies
> innovation and application of new materials
> prevention of production problems
> improvement in the usability of products
> improvement in the durability of products
> conformity to various design specifications
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Figure 5: infini i-111 Bicycle light (2007 if award) Figure 6: 007 flash drive (2006 reddot award)
Figure 7: tai-chi Ball toy (2006 if award)
We discovered that design manpower, 
design funds, design experience, company 
reputation, management mechanisms, 
supplier relationship, and client relation-
ships influence the overall design technol-
ogy capability in duck image. through its 
‘design experience’ with respect to a series 
of next generation design projects, duck 
image accumulated know-how of diverse 
core technologies of products. the design 
director of duck image pointed out:
'design manpower plays an important role 
with respect to design technology capabil-
ity at duck image. and when a particular 
designer is interested in applying innova-
tive technologies to new design projects, 
the design-related manpower (such as, 
mechanical engineering consultants or ma-
terial scientific experts) provides expertise 
or support for finishing the sample test 
in time. in addition, the designer may also 
employ internal design knowledge manage-
ment (dkm) platform in order to find altera-
tive solutions.’
in contrast with other dimensions of design 
capabilities, ‘design funds’ often have indi-
rect effects on the performance of design 
technology capabilities at duck image. 
since design projects in the traditional in-
dustries often involve various material and 
production technologies, they occasionally 
need to be outsourced for the samples to 
be created. it is also important to note that 
the extension of core product technologies 
often needs to be authorized by the clients. 
at the same time, ‘client relationship’ and 
‘supplier relationship’ have significant ef-
fects on the integration of various product 
technologies, since clients and suppliers 
regularly provide duck image with vari-
ous integrated solutions for products. as 
for the innovation and new application of 
new materials, duck image has strategic 
alliances with the itri, Mirdc, and pidc. 
these agreements facilitate the access of 
duck image to the most advanced materi-
als. thus, professional facilities and the 
relationship with suppliers and clients are 
associated with the innovation and new 
application of new materials at duck image. 
to conclude, design manpower, design funds, design experience, company reputation, 
management mechanisms, supplier relationship, and client relationship are associated 
with the overall design technology capability at duck image, while professional facilities 
and supplier relationship are associated with a few of them.
Design quality capability
in order to avoid any discrepancy between production and design specifications, duck im-
age has successfully conducted the capacity test of energy storage for the Wind-power 
Bicycle lamp project [figure 3]. this achievement demonstrated that it is capable of 
preventing production problems. duck image further adopted the carbon fiber sheet on 
the project of carbon container [figure 13] with flat-shaped raw materials that could be 
conveniently stocked in warehouses during the transportation. furthermore, duck image 
adopted frp rather than the traditional metal for the grip of the frp Wrench [figure 14] 
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Figure 8: Ms 2400 Baby scale (2003 if award) Figure 9: vaM-6101 vacuum anti- moisture violin dry Box 
(2005 if award and 2005 reddot award) 
Table 6: samples of the argument of the capability of ‘innovation and application 
of new materials’ on other design capabilities in duck image
> versatility with respect to 
   various functions
> adaptability to various 
   environments
> presenting specific semantic
    information
> providing positive visual 
    experience
> extension of core product 
   technologies
> integration of various product
   technologies
> prevention of production 
   problems
> improvement in the usability 
   of products
> improvement in the durability 
   of products
> conformity to various design  
   specifications
luxo Bicycle light [figure 2] applies tpr material 
to achieve multi-purpose function of flashlight and 
bicycle light
infini i-111 Bicycle light [figure 5] applies silicone 
sealed ring to make it water proof
007 flash drive [figure 6] applies metal housing to 
allow users have visual sense of strength of the 
product
construction fence [figure 1] applies plastic material 
to enable it to beautify environment with backlight 
at night
to apply with tpr material as core technology on 
luxo [figure 2] and infini i-111 [figure 5] Bicycle light
air cushioned infant scale [figure 11] integrates the 
pressure-detection technique with the air-cushioned 
pad technique.
carbon container [figure 13] applies with flat-shaped 
raw materials and semi-finished products to facili-
tate their inventory
frp Wrench [figure 14] applies glass fiber material 
that can save 20% weight and reduce user’s fatigue
Manimo flash drive [figure 15] applies stainless steel 
shell and silicone ring to achieve waterproof effects
vaM-5101 vacuum anti-moisture dry box [figure 10] 
reaches sealing effect with silicone gasket to pre-
serve content items, and are consistent with interna-
tional norms of electronic components preservation
dimension  item                                            description
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Figure 11: air cushioned infant scale  (2008 if award, 
2008 reddot Best of the Best)
Figure 12: tension flash drive (2005 g-mark award, 2005 reddot award)
Figure 13: carbon container (2005 if Material award)
that resulted in 20% loss of total weight 
as well as reduced exhaustion-effect of 
the user’s hand. this demonstrates the 
company’s capability with respect to im-
proving the usability of products. With re-
gard to the capability of increasing the du-
rability of products, duck image employed 
stainless steel to manufacture the case of 
the Manimo flash drive [figure 15] in order 
to prevent scratches from appearing on 
the surface. in several industries, design 
projects are expected to follow specific 
design standards. for example, since the 
critical design requirement of the vacuum 
anti-moisture dry Box [figure 10] is to 
meet the specification of the real vacuum 
effect, the product has to pass the test 
of ipc/Jedec anti-moisture preservation. 
furthermore, the corcel o-04e car Bat-
tery reviver and charger [figure 16] needs 
to fulfill the relevant safety standards for 
electrical appliances. 
considering ‘design manpower’ and ‘pro-
fessional facilities’ as examples, to reach 
a high-level quality in the products, the 
various measurements largely depend 
on various professional facilities and 
design-related human resources. certainly, 
it is necessary for the designer to have 
substantial design experience in order to 
be able to enhance the final design qual-
ity. furthermore, a high-profile reputation 
reminds a company of the importance of 
sustaining expected standards of quality. 
the design director of duck image pointed 
out:
‘although different industries have differ-
ent levels of requirements of the overall 
design quality, the requirements of the cli-
ents or suppliers can enhance our overall 
design quality capability.’
thus, ‘supplier relationship’ and ‘client rela-
tionship’ are associated with duck image’s 
overall design quality capability. in addi-
tion, the main functions of a design audit 
system, as one of their chosen manage-
ment mechanisms, include the prevention 
of production problems, conformity to 
various design specifications, and improv-
ing the durability of products. to sum up, 
design manpower, professional facilities, 
design experiences, company reputation, 
relationship with suppliers and clients are 
all related to the design quality capabili-
ties at duck image.
We found that the innovation and applica-
tion of new materials constitutes one of 
the most distinctive design capabilities 
possessed by duck image. the reason is 
that this design capability can reinforce 
other design capabilities, as shown in ta-
ble 6. consequently, the relationships be-
tween the four dimensions—design func-
tion, design aesthetics, design technology, 
and design quality—of design capabilities 
can be depicted as in figure 17.
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Figure 17: linkages of various design capabilities in duck image
Figure 14: frp Wrench (2004 g- mark award and 
2005 if Material award)
Figure 15: Manimo flash drive (2005 g-mark award)
Figure 16: corcel o-04e car Battery reviver and 
charger (2007 if award)
discussion
as stated earlier, our study found that company profile and reputation (not always 
conceptualised as 'brand') can be a valuable design resource, and the innovation and 
application of materials one of the most important and distinctive design capabilities. 
With regard to the former, the study discovered that ‘company reputation’ is related to 
the tangible or intangible elements associated with duck image, as shown in figure 4. 
the creation and innovative application of materials is related to the extension of core 
product technologies and the integration of various product technologies, with respect 
to design technology capabilities as well as the three other dimensions (design function, 
design aesthetics, and design quality) that they encompass. the relationships between 
design resources and design capabilities at duck image are shown in figure 18.
conclusion 
in summary, our study found that duck image’s tangible design resources include design 
manpower, design funds, and professional facilities, while its intangible design resources 
comprise design experience, company reputation, management mechanisms, and sup-
plier and client relationships. among them, company reputation is a crucial and valuable 
design resource. Moreover, duck image’s design capabilities can be categorized into four 
dimensions: functionality, aesthetics, technology, and quality. the innovation and applica-
tion of new materials is a vital and distinctive design capability at duck image. in the case 
of duck image, we also found that company reputation can enhance other tangible and  
intangible design resources, while the innovation and application of new materials can 
augment other design capabilities. 
design technology
design function
design aesthetics
design quality 
extension of core
product technologies 
integration of various
product technologies 
innovation and application
of new materials
Flow of the linkage
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design Management practices
although improvement in certain design resources and design capabilities is a 
central challenge that a company counters during its growth phase, it is necessary 
for duck image to establish an effective design resource and capability manage-
ment mechanism to maintain a higher level quality of design service in design 
consultancy business. Winning design awards enhance duck image reputation’s as 
a first-class design company; however, many unpredictable factors can prevent a 
firm from winning design awards (gemser and Wijnberg 2002). therefore, in terms of 
the practical implications of design management, duck image may need to discover 
other alternatives to sustain its public and industrial reputation. furthermore, in or-
der to respond to changes in fast-paced and competitive conditions, it is also impor-
tant for duck image to consider how to effectively leverage design resources and 
adjust design capabilities in order to build its dynamic competence (prahalad and 
hamel 1990). therefore, we suggest that duck image find the appropriate balance 
between investing in design resources versus design capabilities in the long run.
limitations and future research
this study was conducted with regard to the taiwan design consultancy business, 
and to some degree limited to the design business environment of these industrial 
sectors in taiwan. although the design resources and design capabilities possessed 
by firms and the market characteristics that condition firms’ operations may dif-
fer with respect to geographic area and business types – which may pose certain 
limitations with respect to the widespread applicability of the findings – this study 
should shed light on the generic impact of design resource on design capability. 
although the study has attempted to collect relevant information as far as possible 
by means of various channels – certain inferences were subjective with regard to 
the interviewee. finally, exploring design resources or design capabilities through 
multiple cases or by comparing those in different countries, by means of the model 
presented in this study, is another promising direction for future research.  // 
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